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Are we moving towards an expanding plot like the movie “5th Element” in
1997?
As it begins with a brilliant light coming from the center of the Milky Way.
Celestially, 3 planets are aligned in a triangle, then the black hole opens
silently as Chaos descends. Are there any similarities? When the
messengers gave their last warning ~ they said in 300 years evil returns
to destroy all of life and ... alas, 300 years have passed.
Are we going through our own science fiction plot?
Recently, an article was published about a potential SUPERNOVA Blast
exceeded those of the past. Every few years we experience a blast that
surprises the astronomers with its vengeance of fierce light ; either by a
black hole, starquake, or quasar !
A recent article on May 15, 2018 ‘Monster’ black hole consuming the Sun’s
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mass every two days is initially a very serious predicament. As you read
on it points out that in the heart of a quasar is a mass that is 20 billion
times larger than the Sun. It is voraciously taking in the size of the Sun
every two days. An why doesn’t that mass just continually explode into
billions of supernovas? And why are we experiencing these severe blasts
every few months? It is suggested that our solar system is drawn to the
“Great Attractor” who its self is billions of stars.
QUESTIONS TO PONDER
THEORISTS TO STUDY
Do stars supernova at 19.5 degrees of origin?
People are asking in depth questions about Space and what is really
happening to our Sun as it is seen pulsing continuously in many locations.
Take for instance a Hyper-dimensional model of the earth’s geology where
melting caps are theorized as the indicator of increasing activity on earth,
which oddly begin at 19.5 latitude, this they claim it is also when a shift
may occur seen visible at the Poles. We know today that melting can be
due to undersea volcanic action alone (which they were not aware of)
without magnetic influences~at least that’s what we believe, so how can
we tell the origin? And would the rate of spin of the Earth (if decreasing)
result in an ICE AGE? Some science articles say the earth as a slower
rotation. And ... others suggest it could just come to a complete standstill
as Velikovsky’s book on “Worlds in Collision” tells us.
Unusually dense, the asymmetric center of Earth could be powered by a
neutron star’s repulsion from deep space or perhaps it’s iron core. It is
theorized that the polarized light from the energetic neutron star may
have even split the d & l amino acids before the appearance of life it is so
powerful. Did that begin the left handed model?
And would the model include a planet baby jettisoned into space, maybe
a more grown up scale like the beautiful Venus comet model - the one
that ejected from a failed star like Jupiter of course...if Velilovsky’s theory
is correct. The cosmic particles may be evolving on opposite sides of a
photosphere to effect earth’s history in ways we can’t imagine. So that is
the key, to imagine ways the planetary bodies could have formed and
what energies do influence it which ultimately change the atmosphere.
Ancient texts says, Atreus explained, “ Sun changes course rises in the
East, and not in the West.” Believing that in anger Zeus turned the stars
back on the fire. “Sun was burning, flushed crimson the face of the fading
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day. In the night the sun revolved in an opposite direction to the
movement of the heavens”, he says back then. As we see light in our
horizons from many locations today we do wonder what is the explanation
for this phenomena. Could Atreus’s explanation of this different rising ~
be a second sun appearance : mistaken for our Sun? Maybe even a Twin.
And what is the other luminous body? And if opposites, it implies at one
time our earth was revolving backwards from our current perspective.
Let’s look at other ideas to explain it.
Vukevic’s solar theory sees vibration as an explanation for our unusual
experiences with the skies. Researching evidence of a multi-resonant
system with frequencies and periodicities of around 19.9 years or more
may hold the key. However, these are all theories - what are we seeing
now? Who is going to tell us what’s going on?
CURRENT WEATHER SURPRISES
As the earth rotates through the cosmos Earth always encounter dust
storms on this journey over time. The massive dust storms recently in
2018 can come from many sources. A comet body may be in our path
today shedding tons of particles, or in ‘Oumuamua’s’ distant path or flying
through or PanSTARRS ancient from the past as hundreds of thousands
tiny dust particles were left behind suspended. After all we have been
through many of these events.
The sun heats up the comet’s tail and it sheds dust debris among the
planets over time, and unfortunately, are suspended in matter! Should
we worry? Mars is engulfed currently in a globe-wide dust storm and
earth sees an increase in dust storms as well. Is it an ancient cycle or
current invader of our space?
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